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Entertainment-Education and Social Change introduces
readers to entertainment-education (E-E) literature from
multiple perspectives. This distinctive collection covers the
history of entertainment-education, its applications in the
United States and throughout the world, the multiple
communication theories that bear on E-E, and a range of
research methods for studying the effects of E-E
interventions. The editors include commentary and insights
from prominent E-E theoreticians, practitioners, activists, and
researchers, representing a wide range of nationalities and
theoretical orientations. Examples of effective E-E designs
and applications, as well as an agenda for future E-E
initiatives and campaigns, make this work a useful volume for
scholars, educators, and practitioners in entertainment media
studies, behavior change communications, public health,
psychology, social work, and other arenas concerned with
strategies for social change. It will be an invaluable resource
book for members of governmental and non-profit agencies,
public health and development professionals, and social
activists.
Smart leaders know that they would greatly increase
productivity and innovation if only they could get everyone
fully engaged. So do professors, facilitators and all
changemakers. The challenge is how. Liberating Structures
are novel, practical and no-nonsense methods to help you
accomplish this goal with groups of any size. Prepare to be
surprised by how simple and easy they are for anyone to use.
This book shows you how with detailed descriptions for
putting them into practice plus tips on how to get started and
traps to avoid. It takes the design and facilitation methods
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experts use and puts them within reach of anyone in any
organization or initiative, from the frontline to the C-suite. Part
One: The Hidden Structure of Engagement will ground you
with the conceptual framework and vocabulary of Liberating
Structures. It contrasts Liberating Structures with
conventional methods and shows the benefits of using them
to transform the way people collaborate, learn, and discover
solutions together. Part Two: Getting Started and Beyond
offers guidelines for experimenting in a wide range of
applications from small group interactions to system-wide
initiatives: meetings, projects, problem solving, change
initiatives, product launches, strategy development, etc. Part
Three: Stories from the Field illustrates the endless
possibilities Liberating Structures offer with stories from users
around the world, in all types of organizations -- from
healthcare to academic to military to global business
enterprises, from judicial and legislative environments to
R&D. Part Four: The Field Guide for Including, Engaging, and
Unleashing Everyone describes how to use each of the 33
Liberating Structures with step-by-step explanations of what
to do and what to expect. Discover today what Liberating
Structures can do for you, without expensive investments,
complicated training, or difficult restructuring. Liberate
everyone's contributions -- all it takes is the determination to
experiment.
Database Concurrency Control: Methods, Performance and
Analysis is a review of developments in concurrency control
methods for centralized database systems, with a quick
digression into distributed databases and multicomputers, the
emphasis being on performance. The main goals of Database
Concurrency Control: Methods, Performance and Analysis
are to succinctly specify various concurrency control
methods; to describe models for evaluating the relative
performance of concurrency control methods; to point out
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problem areas in earlier performance analyses; to introduce
queuing network models to evaluate the baseline
performance of transaction processing systems; to provide
insights into the relative performance of transaction
processing systems; to illustrate the application of basic
analytic methods to the performance analysis of various
concurrency control methods; to review transaction models
which are intended to relieve the effect of lock contention; to
provide guidelines for improving the performance of
transaction processing systems due to concurrency control;
and to point out areas for further investigation. This
monograph should be of direct interest to computer scientists
doing research on concurrency control methods for high
performance transaction processing systems, designers of
such systems, and professionals concerned with improving
(tuning) the performance of transaction processing systems.
A Course of Mathematical Analysis
The Book Is Intended To Serve As A Text In Analysis By The
Honours And Post-Graduate Students Of The Various
Universities. Professional Or Those Preparing For
Competitive Examinations Will Also Find This Book
Useful.The Book Discusses The Theory From Its Very
Beginning. The Foundations Have Been Laid Very Carefully
And The Treatment Is Rigorous And On Modem Lines. It
Opens With A Brief Outline Of The Essential Properties Of
Rational Numbers And Using Dedekinds Cut, The Properties
Of Real Numbers Are Established. This Foundation Supports
The Subsequent Chapters: Topological Frame Work Real
Sequences And Series, Continuity Differentiation, Functions
Of Several Variables, Elementary And Implicit Functions,
Riemann And Riemann-Stieltjes Integrals, Lebesgue
Integrals, Surface, Double And Triple Integrals Are Discussed
In Detail. Uniform Convergence, Power Series, Fourier
Series, Improper Integrals Have Been Presented In As
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Simple And Lucid Manner As Possible And Fairly Large
Number Solved Examples To Illustrate Various Types Have
Been Introduced.As Per Need, In The Present Set Up, A
Chapter On Metric Spaces Discussing Completeness,
Compactness And Connectedness Of The Spaces Has Been
Added. Finally Two Appendices Discussing Beta-Gamma
Functions, And Cantors Theory Of Real Numbers Add Glory
To The Contents Of The Book.
This book is a quantitative text, which focuses on the real
issues behind serious modeling and analysis of
communications networks. The author covers all the
necessary mathematics and theory in order for students to
understand the tools that optimize computer networks today.
Covers both classical (e.g. queueing theory) and modern (e.g.
pricing) aspects of networking Integrates material on
communication networks with material on modeling/analyzing
and designing such networks Includes a Solution Manual
ARIST, published annually since 1966, is a landmark
publication within the information science community. It
surveys the landscape of information science and technology,
providing an analytical, authoritative, and accessible overview
of recent trends and significant developments. The range of
topics varies considerably, reflecting the dynamism of the
discipline and the diversity of theoretical and applied
perspectives. While ARIST continues to cover key topics
associated with "classical" information science (e.g.,
bibliometrics, information retrieval), editor Blaise Cronin is
selectively expanding its footprint in an effort to connect
information science more tightly with cognate academic and
professional communities.
This book presents a range of cloud computing security
challenges and promising solution paths. The first two
chapters focus on practical considerations of cloud
computing. In Chapter 1, Chandramouli, Iorga, and Chokani
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describe the evolution of cloud computing and the current
state of practice, followed by the challenges of cryptographic
key management in the cloud. In Chapter 2, Chen and Sion
present a dollar cost model of cloud computing and explore
the economic viability of cloud computing with and without
security mechanisms involving cryptographic mechanisms.
The next two chapters address security issues of the cloud
infrastructure. In Chapter 3, Szefer and Lee describe a
hardware-enhanced security architecture that protects the
confidentiality and integrity of a virtual machine’s memory
from an untrusted or malicious hypervisor. In Chapter 4,
Tsugawa et al. discuss the security issues introduced when
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is deployed within and
across clouds. Chapters 5-9 focus on the protection of data
stored in the cloud. In Chapter 5, Wang et al. present two
storage isolation schemes that enable cloud users with high
security requirements to verify that their disk storage is
isolated from some or all other users, without any cooperation
from cloud service providers. In Chapter 6, De Capitani di
Vimercati, Foresti, and Samarati describe emerging
approaches for protecting data stored externally and for
enforcing fine-grained and selective accesses on them, and
illustrate how the combination of these approaches can
introduce new privacy risks. In Chapter 7, Le, Kant, and
Jajodia explore data access challenges in collaborative
enterprise computing environments where multiple parties
formulate their own authorization rules, and discuss the
problems of rule consistency, enforcement, and dynamic
updates. In Chapter 8, Smith et al. address key challenges to
the practical realization of a system that supports query
execution over remote encrypted data without exposing
decryption keys or plaintext at the server. In Chapter 9, Sun
et al. provide an overview of secure search techniques over
encrypted data, and then elaborate on a scheme that can
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achieve privacy-preserving multi-keyword text search. The
next three chapters focus on the secure deployment of
computations to the cloud. In Chapter 10, Oktay el al. present
a risk-based approach for workload partitioning in hybrid
clouds that selectively outsources data and computation
based on their level of sensitivity. The chapter also describes
a vulnerability assessment framework for cloud computing
environments. In Chapter 11, Albanese et al. present a
solution for deploying a mission in the cloud while minimizing
the mission’s exposure to known vulnerabilities, and a costeffective approach to harden the computational resources
selected to support the mission. In Chapter 12, Kontaxis et al.
describe a system that generates computational decoys to
introduce uncertainty and deceive adversaries as to which
data and computation is legitimate. The last section of the
book addresses issues related to security monitoring and
system resilience. In Chapter 13, Zhou presents a secure,
provenance-based capability that captures dependencies
between system states, tracks state changes over time, and
that answers attribution questions about the existence, or
change, of a system’s state at a given time. In Chapter 14,
Wu et al. present a monitoring capability for multicore
architectures that runs monitoring threads concurrently with
user or kernel code to constantly check for security violations.
Finally, in Chapter 15, Hasan Cam describes how to manage
the risk and resilience of cyber-physical systems by
employing controllability and observability techniques for
linear and non-linear systems.

Dealing with information is one of the vital skills in
the 21st century. It takes a fair degree of information
savvy to create, represent and supply information as
well as to search for and retrieve relevant
knowledge. How does information (documents,
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pieces of knowledge) have to be organized in order
to be retrievable? What role does metadata play?
What are search engines on the Web, or in
corporate intranets, and how do they work? How
must one deal with natural language processing and
tools of knowledge organization, such as thesauri,
classification systems, and ontologies? How useful is
social tagging? How valuable are intellectually
created abstracts and automatically prepared
extracts? Which empirical methods allow for user
research and which for the evaluation of information
systems? This Handbook is a basic work of
information science, providing a comprehensive
overview of the current state of information retrieval
and knowledge representation. It addresses readers
from all professions and scientific disciplines, but
particularly scholars, practitioners and students of
Information Science, Library Science, Computer
Science, Information Management, and Knowledge
Management. This Handbook is a suitable reference
work for Public and Academic Libraries.
Analyze your data and delve deep into the world of
machine learning with the latest Spark version, 2.0
About This Book Perform data analysis and build
predictive models on huge datasets that leverage
Apache Spark Learn to integrate data science
algorithms and techniques with the fast and scalable
computing features of Spark to address big data
challenges Work through practical examples on realPage 7/24
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world problems with sample code snippets Who This
Book Is For This book is for anyone who wants to
leverage Apache Spark for data science and
machine learning. If you are a technologist who
wants to expand your knowledge to perform data
science operations in Spark, or a data scientist who
wants to understand how algorithms are
implemented in Spark, or a newbie with minimal
development experience who wants to learn about
Big Data Analytics, this book is for you! What You
Will Learn Consolidate, clean, and transform your
data acquired from various data sources Perform
statistical analysis of data to find hidden insights
Explore graphical techniques to see what your data
looks like Use machine learning techniques to build
predictive models Build scalable data products and
solutions Start programming using the RDD,
DataFrame and Dataset APIs Become an expert by
improving your data analytical skills In Detail This is
the era of Big Data. The words ?ig Data' implies big
innovation and enables a competitive advantage for
businesses. Apache Spark was designed to perform
Big Data analytics at scale, and so Spark is
equipped with the necessary algorithms and
supports multiple programming languages. Whether
you are a technologist, a data scientist, or a beginner
to Big Data analytics, this book will provide you with
all the skills necessary to perform statistical data
analysis, data visualization, predictive modeling, and
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build scalable data products or solutions using
Python, Scala, and R. With ample case studies and
real-world examples, Spark for Data Science will
help you ensure the successful execution of your
data science projects. Style and approach This book
takes a step-by-step approach to statistical analysis
and machine learning, and is explained in a
conversational and easy-to-follow style. Each topic is
explained sequentially with a focus on the
fundamentals as well as the advanced concepts of
algorithms and techniques. Real-world examples
with sample code snippets are also included.
An Introduction to Numerical Analysis is designed for
a first course on numerical analysis for students of
Science and Engineering including Computer
Science. The book contains derivation of algorithms
for solving engineering and science problems and
also deals with error analysis. It has numerical
examples suitable for solving through computers.
The special features are comparative efficiency and
accuracy of various algorithms due to finite digit
arithmetic used by the computers.
This text is about methods used for the computer
simulation of analog systems. It concentrates on
electronic applications, but many of the methods are
applicable to other engineering problems as well.
This revised edition (1st, 1983) encompasses recent
theoretical developments and program-writing ti
Labelled Markov processes are probabilistic versions
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of labelled transition systems with continuous state
spaces. The book covers basic probability and
measure theory on continuous state spaces and
then develops the theory of LMPs.The main topics
covered are bisimulation, the logical characterization
of bisimulation, metrics and approximation theory.
An unusual feature of the book is the connection
made with categorical and domain theoretic
concepts.
Medical and information communication technology
professionals are working to develop robust
classification techniques, especially in healthcare
data/image analysis, to ensure quick diagnoses and
treatments to patients. Without fast and immediate
access to healthcare databases and information,
medical professionals’ success rates and treatment
options become limited and fall to disastrous levels.
Advanced Classification Techniques for Healthcare
Analysis provides emerging insight into classification
techniques in delivering quality, accurate, and
affordable healthcare, while also discussing the
impact health data has on medical treatments.
Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such
as early diagnosis, brain-computer interface,
metaheuristic algorithms, clustering techniques,
learning schemes, and mobile telemedicine, this
book is ideal for medical professionals, healthcare
administrators, engineers, researchers,
academicians, and technology developers seeking
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current research on furthering information and
communication technology that improves patient
care.
This book collects original research papers and
survey articles presented at the International
Conference on Recent Advances in Pure and
Applied Mathematics (ICRAPAM), held at Delhi
Technological University, India, on 23–25 October
2018. Divided into two volumes, it discusses major
topics in mathematical analysis and its applications,
and demonstrates the versatility and inherent beauty
of analysis. It also shows the use of analytical
techniques to solve problems and, wherever
possible, derive their numerical solutions. This
volume addresses major topics, such as multiobjective optimization problems, impulsive
differential equations, mathematical modelling, fuzzy
mathematics, graph theory, and coding theory. It is a
valuable resource to students as well as researchers
in mathematical sciences.
Chris Ferrie fans will love this perfect educational art
book for babies and toddlers featuring essential
STEAM words from the #1 Science author! Babies
and toddlers are curious and ready to learn!
Introduce them to art words that go beyond the
basics with this first 100 words baby board book.
From painting to photography, from music to theater,
from literature to history and more, this is the bright
and simple introduction to the smart words every
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budding scholar needs! Surprise your special little
one at birthdays, baby showers, holidays, and
beyond with the amazing opportunity to discover with
this baby and toddler learning book! My First 100 Art
Words makes a wonderful addition to many other
gifts you may be searching for, such as baby first
birthday gifts for girls and boys, early development
toys for babies, baby learning games, gift sets for
babies and toddlers, and more!
In the current, increasingly aggressive business environment,
crucial decisions about product design often involve
significant uncertainty. Highlighting the competitive advantage
available from using risk-based reliability design, Engineering
Design Reliability Applications: For the Aerospace,
Automotive, and Ship Industries provides an overview of how
to apply probabilistic approaches and reliability methods to
practical engineering problems using real life engineering
applications. A one-step resource, the book demonstrates the
latest technology, how others have used it to increase their
competitiveness, and how you can use it to do the same. The
book makes the case for accurate assessment of the
reliability of engineering systems, simple, complex, or largescale. It presents two computer programs for reliability
analysis and demonstrates these programs on aircraft
engines, structures used for testing explosives, medical and
automotive systems. The focus then shifts to aircraft and
space systems, including lap joints, gas turbines, and actively
controlled space structures. The editors provide analytical
tools for reliability analysis, design optimization, and
sensitivity analysis of automotive systems. They include a
general methodology for reliability assessment of ship
structures and highlight reliability analysis of composite
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materials and structures. Delineating generic tools and
computer programs applicable to any situation, the book
shows you how to quantify, understand, and control
uncertainties, reduce risk, and increase reliability using reallife examples. Engineers from the industry and national labs
as well as university researchers present success stories and
quantify the benefits of reliability design for their
organizations. They demonstrate how to convince colleagues
and management of the potential benefits of these
approaches in allowing their organizations to gain significant
benefits and dramatically increase their competitiveness.
A First Course in Real AnalysisAnalysis and Design of
AlgorithmsBPB Publications
A process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or
other problem-solving operations, especially by a
computerKey features This book is especially designed for
beginners and explains all aspects of algorithm and its
analysis in a simple and systematic manner. Algorithms and
their working are explained in detail with the help of several
illustrative examples. Important features like greedy
algorithm, dynamic algorithm, string matching algorithm,
branch and bound algorithm, NP hard and NP complete
problems are suitably highlighted. Solved and frequently
asked questions in the various competitive examinations,
sample papers of the past examinations are provided which
will serve as a useful reference source. Description The book
has been written in such a way that the concepts and working
of algorithms are explained in detail, with adequate examples.
To make clarity on the topic, diagrams, calculation of
complexity, algorithms are given extensively throughout.
Many examples are provided which are helpful in
understanding the algorithms by various strategies. This
content is user-focused and has been highly updated
including algorithms and their real-world examples.What will
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you learn Algorithm & Algorithmic Strategy, Complexity of
Algorithms Divide-and-Conquer, Greedy, Backtracking, StringMatching Algorithm Dynamic Programming, P and NP
Problems Graph Theory, Complexity of AlgorithmsWho this
book is forThe book would serve as an extremely useful text
for BCA, MCA, M. Sc. (Computer Science), PGDCA, BE
(Information Technology) and B. Tech. and M. Tech.
students.Table of contents1. Algorithm & Algorithmic
Strategy2. Complexity of Algorithms3. Divide-and-Conquer
Algorithms4. Greedy Algorithm5. Dynamic Programming6.
Graph Theory7. Backtracking Algorithms8. Complexity of
Algorithms9. String-Matching Algorithms10. P and NP
ProblemsAbout the authorShefali Singhal is working as an
Assistant professor in Computer science and Engineering
department, Manav Rachna International University. She has
completed her MTech. form YMCA University in Computer
Engineering. Her research interest includes Programming
Languages, Computer Network, Data mining, and Theory of
computation.Neha Garg is working as an Assistant professor
in in Computer science and Engineering department, Manav
Rachna International University. She has completed her
MTech. Form Banasthali University, Rajasthan in Information
Technology. Her research interest includes Programming
Languages, Data Structure, Operating System, Database
Management Systems.
Seismic hazard and risk analyses underpin the loadings
prescribed by engineering design codes, the decisions by
asset owners to retrofit structures, the pricing of insurance
policies, and many other activities. This is a comprehensive
overview of the principles and procedures behind seismic
hazard and risk analysis. It enables readers to understand
best practises and future research directions. Early chapters
cover the essential elements and concepts of seismic hazard
and risk analysis, while later chapters shift focus to more
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advanced topics. Each chapter includes worked examples
and problem sets for which full solutions are provided online.
Appendices provide relevant background in probability and
statistics. Computer codes are also available online to help
replicate specific calculations and demonstrate the
implementation of various methods. This is a valuable
reference for upper level students and practitioners in civil
engineering, and earth scientists interested in engineering
seismology.
The interactions between human activities and the
environment are complicated and often difficult to quantify. In
many occasions, judging where the optimal balance should lie
among environmental protection, social well-being, economic
growth, and technological progress is complex. The use of a
systems engineering approach will fill in the gap contributing
to how we understand the intricacy by a holistic way and how
we generate better sustainable soli waste management
practices. This book also aims to advance interdisciplinary
understanding of intertwined facets between policy and
technology relevant to solid waste management issues
interrelated to climate change, land use, economic growth,
environmental pollution, industrial ecology, and population
dynamics.
When you think about how far and fast computer science has
progressed in recent years, it's not hard to conclude that a
seven-year old handbook may fall a little short of the kind of
reference today's computer scientists, software engineers,
and IT professionals need. With a broadened scope, more
emphasis on applied computing, and more than 70 chap
The present Volume 5 of the successful book package
"Multiphase Flow Dynamics" is devoted to nuclear thermal
hydraulics which is a substantial part of nuclear reactor
safety. It provides knowledge and mathematical tools for
adequate description of the process of transferring the fission
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heat released in materials due to nuclear reactions into its
environment. It step by step introduces into the heat release
inside the fuel, temperature fields in the fuels, the "simple"
boiling flow in a pipe described using ideas of different
complexity like equilibrium, non equilibrium, homogeneity,
non homogeneity. Then the "simple" three-fluid boiling flow in
a pipe is described by gradually involving the mechanisms
like entrainment and deposition, dynamic fragmentation,
collisions, coalescence, turbulence. All heat transfer
mechanisms are introduced gradually discussing their
uncertainty. Different techniques are introduced like boundary
layer treatments or integral methods. Comparisons with
experimental data at each step demonstrate the success of
the different ideas and models. After an introduction of the
design of the reactor pressure vessels for pressurized and
boiling water reactors the accuracy of the modern methods is
demonstrated using large number of experimental data sets
for steady and transient flows in heated bundles. Starting with
single pipe boiling going through boiling in the rod bundles
the analysis of complete vessel including the reactor is finally
demonstrated. Then a powerful method for nonlinear stability
analysis of flow boiling and condensation is introduced.
Models are presented and their accuracies are investigated
for describing critical multiphase flow at different level of
complexity. Basics of designing of steam generators,
moisture separators and emergency condensers are
presented. Methods for analyzing a complex pipe network
flows with components like pumps, valves etc. are also
presented. Methods for analysis of important aspects of the
severe accidents like melt-water interactions, external cooling
and cooling of layers of molten nuclear reactor material are
presented. Valuable sets of thermo-physical and transport
properties for severe accident analysis are presented for the
following materials: uranium dioxide, zirconium dioxide,
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stainless steel, zirconium, aluminum, aluminum oxide, silicon
dioxide, iron oxide, molybdenum, boron oxide, reactor corium,
sodium, lead, bismuth, and lead-bismuth eutectic alloy. The
emphasis is on the complete and consistent thermo
dynamical sets of analytical approximations appropriate for
computational analysis. Therefore the book presents a
complete coverage of the modern Nuclear Thermal
Hydrodynamics. This present second edition includes various
updates, extensions, improvements and corrections. This
present second edition includes various updates, extensions,
improvements and corrections.
This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 7th
International Conference on Computer Aided Verification,
CAV '95, held in Liège, Belgium in July 1995. The book
contains the 31 refereed full research papers selected for
presentation at CAV '95 as well as abstracts or full papers of
the three invited presentations. Originally oriented towards
finite-state concurrent systems, CAV now covers all styles of
verification approaches and a variety of application areas.
The papers included range from theoretical issues to concrete
applications with a certain emphasis on verification tools and
the algorithms and techniques needed for their
implementations. Beyond finite-state systems, real-time
systems and hybrid systems are an important part of the
conference.
The first course in analysis which follows elementary calculus
is a critical one for students who are seriously interested in
mathematics. Traditional advanced calculus was precisely
what its name indicates-a course with topics in calculus
emphasizing problem solving rather than theory. As a result
students were often given a misleading impression of what
mathematics is all about; on the other hand the current
approach, with its emphasis on theory, gives the student
insight in the fundamentals of analysis. In A First Course in
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Real Analysis we present a theoretical basis of analysis which
is suitable for students who have just completed a course in
elementary calculus. Since the sixteen chapters contain more
than enough analysis for a one year course, the instructor
teaching a one or two quarter or a one semester junior level
course should easily find those topics which he or she thinks
students should have. The first Chapter, on the real number
system, serves two purposes. Because most students
entering this course have had no experience in devising
proofs of theorems, it provides an opportunity to develop
facility in theorem proving. Although the elementary
processes of numbers are familiar to most students, greater
understanding of these processes is acquired by those who
work the problems in Chapter 1. As a second purpose, we
provide, for those instructors who wish to give a comprehen
sive course in analysis, a fairly complete treatment of the real
number system including a section on mathematical
induction.
This monograph-like state-of-the-art survey presents the
history, the key ideas, the success stories, and future
challenges of performance evaluation and demonstrates the
impact of performance evaluation on a variety of different
areas through case studies in a coherent and comprehensive
way. Leading researchers in the field have contributed 19
cross-reviewed topical chapters competently covering the
whole range of performance evaluation, from theoretical and
methodological issues to applications in numerous other
fields. Additionally, the book contains one contribution on the
role of performance evaluation in industry and personal
accounts of four pioneering researchers describing the
genesis of breakthrough results. The book will become a
valuable source of reference and indispensable reading for
anybody active or interested in performance evaluation.
Mathematics is the music of science, and real analysis is the
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Bach of mathematics. There are many other foolish things I
could say about the subject of this book, but the foregoing will
give the reader an idea of where my heart lies. The present
book was written to support a first course in real analysis,
normally taken after a year of elementary calculus. Real
analysis is, roughly speaking, the modern setting for Calculus,
"real" alluding to the field of real numbers that underlies it all.
At center stage are functions, defined and taking values in
sets of real numbers or in sets (the plane, 3-space, etc.)
readily derived from the real numbers; a first course in real
analysis traditionally places the emphasis on real-valued
functions defined on sets of real numbers. The agenda for the
course: (1) start with the axioms for the field ofreal numbers,
(2) build, in one semester and with appropriate rigor, the foun
dations of calculus (including the "Fundamental Theorem"),
and, along the way, (3) develop those skills and attitudes that
enable us to continue learning mathematics on our own.
Three decades of experience with the exercise have not
diminished my astonishment that it can be done.
This book is an attempt to make presentation of Elements of
Real Analysis more lucid. The book contains examples and
exercises meant to help a proper understanding of the text.
For B.A., B.Sc. and Honours (Mathematics and Physics),
M.A. and M.Sc. (Mathematics) students of various
Universities/ Institutions.As per UGC Model Curriculum and
for I.A.S. and Various other competitive exams.
The chapters in this volume explore how various methods
from game theory can be utilized to optimize security and riskmanagement strategies. Emphasizing the importance of
connecting theory and practice, they detail the steps involved
in selecting, adapting, and analyzing game-theoretic models
in security engineering and provide case studies of successful
implementations in different application domains.
Practitioners who are not experts in game theory and are
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uncertain about incorporating it into their work will benefit
from this resource, as well as researchers in applied
mathematics and computer science interested in current
developments and future directions. The first part of the book
presents the theoretical basics, covering various different
game-theoretic models related to and suitable for security
engineering. The second part then shows how these models
are adopted, implemented, and analyzed. Surveillance
systems, interconnected networks, and power grids are
among the different application areas discussed. Finally, in
the third part, case studies from business and industry of
successful applications of game-theoretic models are
presented, and the range of applications discussed is
expanded to include such areas as cloud computing, Internet
of Things, and water utility networks.
This book focuses on analysis and modelling of active bio
potential signals addressing the real time challenges in
biomedical signal processing used in a variety of applications
such as analysis, classification and identification of different
disorders in healthcare systems.
The nuclear thermal hydraulic is the science providing
knowledge about the physical processes occurring during the
transferring the fission heat released in structural materials
due to nuclear reactions into its environment. Along its way to
the environment the thermal energy is organized to provide
useful mechanical work or useful heat or both. Chapter 1
contains introductory information about the heat release in
the re- tor core, the thermal power and thermal power density
in the fuel, structures and moderator, the influence of the
thermal power density on the coolant temperature, the spatial
distribution of the thermal power density. Finally some
measures are introduced for equalizing of the spatial
distribution of the thermal power density. Chapter 2 gives the
methods for describing of the steady and of the transient
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temperature fields in the fuel elements. Some information is
provided regarding influence of the cladding oxidation,
hydrogen diffusion and of the corrosion pr- uct deposition on
the temperature fields. Didactically the nuclear thermal
hydraulic needs introductions at different level of complexity
by introducing step by step the new features after the
previous are clearly presented. The followed two Chapters
serve this purpose. Chapter 3 describes mathematically the
“simple” steady boiling flow in a pipe. The steady mass-,
momentum- and energy conservation equations are solved at
different level of complexity by removing one after the other
simplifying assu- tions. First the idea of mechanical and
thermodynamic equilibrium is introduced.
The book targets undergraduate and postgraduate
mathematics students and helps them develop a deep
understanding of mathematical analysis. Designed as a first
course in real analysis, it helps students learn how abstract
mathematical analysis solves mathematical problems that
relate to the real world. As well as providing a valuable source
of inspiration for contemporary research in mathematics, the
book helps students read, understand and construct
mathematical proofs, develop their problem-solving abilities
and comprehend the importance and frontiers of computer
facilities and much more. It offers comprehensive material for
both seminars and independent study for readers with a basic
knowledge of calculus and linear algebra. The first nine
chapters followed by the appendix on the Stieltjes integral are
recommended for graduate students studying probability and
statistics, while the first eight chapters followed by the
appendix on dynamical systems will be of use to students of
biology and environmental sciences. Chapter 10 and the
appendixes are of interest to those pursuing further studies at
specialized advanced levels. Exercises at the end of each
section, as well as commentaries at the end of each chapter,
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further aid readers’ understanding. The ultimate goal of the
book is to raise awareness of the fine architecture of analysis
and its relationship with the other fields of mathematics.

Designing distributed computing systems is a complex
process requiring a solid understanding of the design
problems and the theoretical and practical aspects of
their solutions. This comprehensive textbook covers the
fundamental principles and models underlying the
theory, algorithms and systems aspects of distributed
computing. Broad and detailed coverage of the theory is
balanced with practical systems-related issues such as
mutual exclusion, deadlock detection, authentication,
and failure recovery. Algorithms are carefully selected,
lucidly presented, and described without complex proofs.
Simple explanations and illustrations are used to
elucidate the algorithms. Important emerging topics such
as peer-to-peer networks and network security are also
considered. With vital algorithms, numerous illustrations,
examples and homework problems, this textbook is
suitable for advanced undergraduate and graduate
students of electrical and computer engineering and
computer science. Practitioners in data networking and
sensor networks will also find this a valuable resource.
Additional resources are available online at
www.cambridge.org/9780521876346.
Everett M. Rogers, 1931-2004, communications scholar
and pioneer of diffusion of innovations theory;
contributed articles.
Persistence theory emerged in the early 2000s as a new
theory in the area of applied and computational topology.
This book provides a broad and modern view of the
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subject, including its algebraic, topological, and
algorithmic aspects. It also elaborates on applications in
data analysis. The level of detail of the exposition has
been set so as to keep a survey style, while providing
sufficient insights into the proofs so the reader can
understand the mechanisms at work. The book is
organized into three parts. The first part is dedicated to
the foundations of persistence and emphasizes its
connection to quiver representation theory. The second
part focuses on its connection to applications through a
few selected topics. The third part provides perspectives
for both the theory and its applications. The book can be
used as a text for a course on applied topology or data
analysis.
This book takes a foundational approach to the
semantics of probabilistic programming. It elaborates a
rigorous Markov chain semantics for the probabilistic
typed lambda calculus, which is the typed lambda
calculus with recursion plus probabilistic choice. The
book starts with a recapitulation of the basic
mathematical tools needed throughout the book, in
particular Markov chains, graph theory and domain
theory, and also explores the topic of inductive
definitions. It then defines the syntax and establishes the
Markov chain semantics of the probabilistic lambda
calculus and, furthermore, both a graph and a tree
semantics. Based on that, it investigates the termination
behavior of probabilistic programs. It introduces the
notions of termination degree, bounded termination and
path stoppability and investigates their mutual
relationships. Lastly, it defines a denotational semantics
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of the probabilistic lambda calculus, based on continuous
functions over probability distributions as domains. The
work mostly appeals to researchers in theoretical
computer science focusing on probabilistic programming,
randomized algorithms, or programming language
theory.
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